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>> CART writer is standing by. 

>> Good afternoon, everybody.  It's just 3:00 while everyone is getting settled I will give information about today's webinar.  My name is Rebecca and the knowledge translation associate for Think College and I would like to thank you for attending today's webinar.  It's called capitalizing on inclusive dual enrollment experiences for IEP planning and progress monitoring.  A great webinar packed full of information.  Our presenters today are Maria Paiewonsky, Judi Bean and Ashley Rodriques.  I'm going to let them tell you a little bit about them in just a moment.  And again we are all grateful you are here.  You will see we are using zoom today.  For anyone not familiar with this platform, you should see a chat box on the side somewhere and a list of the panelists.  If you do not, you can hover your curser at the top or the bottom of your screen and a black bar should show up that had chats and the participant list there and you can click those and those items will show up.  As with all of our Think College webinars, we were doing live captioning.  I'm going to put that link in the chat box right now for anyone who did not get it in advance of the webinar.  We have today's webinar presentation available on our website.  I can't share the file in the chat box which is unfortunate, but I can give you this link to our website if you would like to access that now.  Those are the links you might need.

      We are recording this webinar, so if you or colleagues want to go back and visit this content at a later date it will be posted on our website as well.  And we will be doing a full polls throughout the webinar today to ‑‑ throughout the webinar today to get a feedback who you are, what you need and at the end what you thought of today's webinar, how your experience was.  I think that's about it for right now.  I'm going to turn it over to Maria and Judi and Ashley.   

      Maria, make sure you are unmuted. 

>> Okay, all right.  I think I wasn't talking.  Well, hello, everybody.  My name is Maria Paiewonsky and I will start by introducing myself.  Mitt coordinator of a project here in Massachusetts called Think College transition.  So this is part of Think College.  And we are going to tell you a little bit more about this project, but in a nutshell we are trying to find out what makes for a good inclusive dual enrollment initiative.  So that's what it is.  And I will turn it over to my next colleague here.

>> Hi, I'm Judi Bean.  I'm the transition specialist at Southwickle Tolland in southwest Massachusetts.

>> Hi, I'm Ashley Rodriques, I'm the step out post teacher at Norton high school in Massachusetts and I currently have three students that are dually enrolled at the university.

>> Thank you, Judi and Ashley, very much  I'm delighted to have two transition specialists presenting with me today because as you will see, this project and what we are talking about today very much is part of the conversation of how schools and colleges are working together to provide effective transition services to dual enrollment.  Before we move on, I was wondering if we could put up our first poll so we can find out who is joining us on this webinar today.  So I will give everybody a minute here to complete the quick poll just so we can see who is joining us.  Looks like we have a number of college coordinators.  Related services staff.  Special education administrative coordinators.  And a few more people that are actually doing inclusive dual enrollment right now.  All right, I will give it ten more seconds here.  Thank you very much for participating in this.  This gives us a good idea of who is here.  And how much experience people might have with inclusive dual enrollment. 

      Rebecca, that's good.  Thank you very much.  I actually see the other poll right now, but I'm going to move that it aside.  So let me move on and just give you a little bit of an introduction to this project and how this particular topic has come to be important for us as well.  So the Think College transition model for inclusive dual enrollment is essentially this collaboration.  We are looking at this collaboration between colleges and local school districts.  In this case, Massachusetts has an inclusive dual enrollment initiative and we are conducting research with three of our college partners and their school partners.  And essentially what we are looking at is how do people collaborate together to make this work?  What does it mean for students?  Like, what are they getting out of this?  What are the components that make this important and effective for them in pursuing their post secondary goals?  And then what kind of systems and foundations need to be in place in order to do this well?  How do we kind of all work together?  That's a really important piece of this.  If you look down at the bottom right‑hand corner you will see that there is this foundation.  Under foundations is that we are ‑‑ we are working together and if you look at that fourth bullet it says we are going to be providing transition services to students with intellectual disabilities or autism ages 18 to 21.  And some people say, how do I provide transition services?  I understand inclusive dual enrollment is a great experience but I also have responsibilities for specialized instruction and transition services.  So that's what we will talk about today. 

      I'm going to move us on.  And this is ‑‑ this calendar that you see right here which is like a typical schedule of students that are 18‑plus in a post grad program.  This is our starting point.  This is what we know often occurring for transition services where students traditionally are coming to school, maybe in a school van or some kind of school transportation.  They may be reviewing a schedule.  They may have a starting point at school.  Reviewing what their schedule is.  They are typically in a group.  And then either students are getting some kind of life skills instruction like cooking or maybe some school based jobs.  And then sometimes maybe they are going out into the community for some kind of unpaid work.  They may or may not have luncheonette community, but they ‑‑ lunch in the community but they may be coming back.  They may have lunch ‑‑ excuse me, then they may have some leisure activity and then instruction and they go home.  That's what a lot of people are familiar with of what a life skills curriculum looks like.  Now I'm oversimplifying that and I don't mean to be.  I'm saying these are some of the common denominators of what you might see in a typical life skills curriculum. 

      What we are trying to do and I'm moving on now to our next slide, so here with the Think College transition project, this is what we are moving towards.  In fact, many of our partners really are here.  This is where they are doing for transition services when they have a dual enrollment opportunity for students.  This day looks very different beginning with that here in Massachusetts if you are part of this inclusive concurrent enrollment you are required to find ways to help students pretty much wean off of school or school based transportation and really help them it to utilize and learn how to use public transportation or what they call paratransit or ADA transportation.  We don't want transportation to be a stumbling block for them.  One of the best things we can do is prepare them by using typical transportation.  With the rest of that schedule looks like ‑‑ so in this case we are looking at a Monday, Wednesday, Friday schedule where the students are on the college campus and they are getting their coffee break as soon as they learn how to get on the college campus, they may need a coach or they might be taking the coffee break, meeting up with a friend.  A lot of students then use the library to check their e‑mail or get on blackboard, or other learning management systems.  They are going to class.  And they might be getting support from a coach to talk about the class and what they need to do next.  There is chance for them to hang out.  Using public transportation.  On the other two days, they might be at work and hopefully their staff have been able to help them find a job that is in line with their post‑secondary goals.  If not completely aligns with their post‑secondary goals they are working on the related skills in that job.  In a nutshell that's really what we are trying to do is help move towards this kind of a schedule and also look at the impact that this is having on students secondary goals.  That's really what the Think College transition project is trying to do.  And we are doing that with accommodation of college coordinator, transition specialist, Ed coaches that may come from the school so they come from the college.  Paramentors.  So when I say dual enrollment staff, I'm talking about a large group of people that are trying to make this ‑‑ working in unison to make this happen. 

      I'm going to show you this.  One of my colleagues on the Think College project Todd Hanson and I along with a doctoral student, the three of us had just finished pretty much a year long project on two of the college campuses that we are working on.  And what you see here is we asked students to show us where they go on the college campus.  What they do.  Who they are doing it with.  And what you see here is a map of what four students are doing on a college campus.  They all have their own individual schedules with their own classes.  They have built their own individual experiences on the college campus.  This is ‑‑ this particular college is offering students some work opportunities on the campus.  So they are also having a chance to have a job on the campus.

    The key at the bottom is really what I want to show you.  This is what I want to highlight here is look at all that the students are able to access on the campus.  Everything here that can relate to transition services.  Academics, getting academic support.  Having some students are actually taking art classes or performance classes.  That's what that means.  They are having lunch on the campus.  As I said, some of them have a job.  They are using ‑‑ they are fining ways of exchanging money.  Some the students ‑‑ actually, all of the students that we work with they are ‑‑ and I'm sure for many of you might be familiar with this, you are using something like what they call owl box.  You are transferring and getting a card and using that card to make purchases so the students are learning how to make those exchanges and keep their card filled up.  Or they are actually using cash to buy lunch in some cases or other things.  And they are getting connections to their age appropriate peers.  They are getting chances to use the fitness facilities and transportation.  I know Ashley and Judi can talk about the experiences that students are getting on campus.  And Judi in particular as the transition specialist for one of these students ‑‑ I don't know if there is anything else I should point out on this campus map.  

>> Yeah, this is Judi.  I thought this graphic in particular is really neat to see.  You know what's happening but it makes so much of an impact when you look at it.  When students are enrolled in their high school and that dual enrollment program.  They would travel from the bus and into the school and back out.  When you involve a campus setting it's like this mini community and you actually look and see and follow the blue box or red box and see all of the different buildings that students have access to and initially a lot of times they will start off next to their ed coach and have close monitoring and one of the students I had by the end of his third year could navigate completely independently and he will say I will meet you at the dining commons in an hour or work out with a friend or I'm going to go take this class and I will neat you in ‑‑ meet you in there when class starts  Independence is incredible within a safe community setting and they have access to everything all of the other college students have access to.  There are so many possibilities there.  And a lot of the students end up recognizing peers they went to high school with.  It's neat to see where they travel.

>> This is Ashley, Judi you made such a great point.  Being in a campus setting is such a safe atmosphere as well.  As opposed I would never allow my students to go completely independently during the day out it to the gym in our town, and go from there to a banking opportunity.  We wouldn't probably have the transportation to do that independently as well.  Having it on one campus being able for them to learn their independence, to do the travel training‑‑ and to be with their developmentally age appropriate peers or age appropriate peers is a great thing.  Sending them to the gym in town is great but often during the day young mothers or retired individuals.  So just being with their college peers and friends from high school or their new friends from their classroom is an awesome opportunity.

>> I thank you both for that because I think you have the direct experience of students you knew from schools and now you can see them on the campus.  I appreciate that and agree with both of you on all of those counts. 

      So how does it connect now to IEPs?  All right, so what we are saying today is we want to talk about how transition specialists and special educators and IEP teams are able to capitalize on the college experiences.  All that's happening on the campus to develop IEPs to reflect these really rich transition experiences as well as to communicate the progress that students are making toward measurable post secondary goals.  I say that because when we were doing through focus groups and work with some of the Ed coaches on these campuses, they were saying sometimes we are seeing a disconnect between the IEP goals that are on a student's IEP and what they are actually really learning on the campus.  So we have been putting time and thought into how do we help people to capitalize on these experiences and make sure that is reflected in those IEPs?

      So today we will review the transition requirements.  All the transition requirements that we think IEP teams are thinking about and how to connect those to inclusive dual enrollment.  We will talk about transition tools and methods that transition specialists and special ed teams are using.  And we are going to talk about data collection methods because that's some other feedback that we got is how do we collect that information, responsible for specialized instruction, how are we making sure that they are getting that support and how do we get that information to develop good annual goals?  These are some of the things we will talk about today. 

      So for those of you that are very familiar with IDEA and transition requirements, this list will not be of any ‑‑ no new news to you.  But this is something that we use as a guide so this is ‑‑ these are all indicators from IDEA about what transition services are.  What needs to be included.  And the national technical assistance center on transition has developed that indicator 13 check list to help IEP team make sure that they are following transition guidelines.  So today we are going to talk about how do we make connections to measurable post secondary goals which are required.  How about what do we do about updating those annually?  How can we relate that it to dual enrollment?  How do we connect this work to transition assessments?  Transition services?  And the course of study?  Developing IEP goals that are aligned with those transition services and that's where we will stop.  I mean, obviously we really do believe that students can present this information at their IEPs and it's another webinar to talk about these last two.  So let's look at these first six. 



>> Maria, before you go on there is a question from Lori, asking, are there CEUs offered ‑‑ sorry, this is for me really.  I can give you a certificate of attendance.  Were you talking about students, Lori?  I'm sorry.  I thought this was a question for the presenters.  Maybe I'm wrong.  Lori, let me know if you need an assistance of attendance, e‑mail me and I will get you one. 

>> So I'm going to move on?

>> Yes.

>> All right, so let's dig in here.  The first thing that we know that students need to have measurable post secondary goals first up on their IEPs and that need to be updated annually.  And these are goals that specify the student's plan for life after school.  So that we know.  As easy as that sounds, it still is an issue that measurable post secondary goals are not always well reflected in student's IEPs.  We think that dual enrollment is an incredible opportunity for students who talk about their vision and how easy that is then to translate to their IEP.  The model that we have and I think that many models of dual enrollment are starting with person centered planning.  In this case college staff and the transition staff are often collaborating together to provide and facilitate person centered planning.  From that, then transition staff may do some career interest surveys or that might actually happen at the college, but in either way students are getting two great opportunities to identify their likes and preferences to person centered planning and doing these career interest surveys.  Right away then now we have hopefully a vision of what they want for work and educational training and community living.  That is really step one of this model is asking students what they want.  From that college adviser then can identify two or three courses related to the student vision.  And we have another brief ‑‑ that Hanson wrote with our college coordinators here in Massachusetts how they talk about how they talk to students about their interests and then help to identify a few courses and then come to ideas with the kinds of classes you want and then the student enrolls in the class.  To get back to that updated annually goal, this is what I like about this model is that it's already built in that an adviser is going to meet with the student at least by the end of the semester or in between semesters to ask them for feedback on the course that they took and then what would they want for the next semester.  So when a student says I really think I want to work ‑‑ let me see, as a graphic artist and then they take their first graphic artist class and say that was harder than I thought and I'm not sure I'm interested in that any more.  It's a natural way to update the annual goal when a student says I change my mine and I want to try something else. 

      So that's what I like about that advising piece that's already built into dual enrollment where it completely aligns with updating those goals. 

      Is there anything that's I have missed on that?

>> This is Ashley.  We at ‑‑ we are really lucky.  My students meet for these advising meetings once a week.  So really we are having constant meetings and going over these goals in person centered meetings and we do educational meetings and career meetings.  So working on these goals, tweaking them and not only if perhaps like you said an art class, maybe they do not want to be a graphic artist but often in the internship perhaps they have an internship at a restaurant and they find out that they may not want to pursue that for a career and I think just the college atmosphere in so many of the settings give us these skills to sort of curtail them to get ready for adult life.

>> This is Judi.  Our students have a lot of success using the student ed coach agreement and outlining different post secondary goals.  And as Ashley was saying, they can take classes of things they are interested in for work or just general living skills.  A lot of times they will take a class and realize that's not what they want to do or will re‑enforce the fact it is something they want to do and learn more about.  Sometimes it's on error and it's a great class and sometimes it's not so good.  Just like for all of us.  I think it's the experience that is the most important.

>> Thank you.  And again to tie it back to the IEPs, this is the information that you can use to update annual goals as students are sort of changing their mind. 



>> Maria I'm sorry, I have a real question this time.  Someone has asked, are you seeing students it and transition teams utilizing the discovery process in place of or in addition to person centered planning?

>> Yes.  In fact, that's a good question, thank you for that question.  In fact, we are using two of my colleagues are actually developing ‑‑ not just developing.  They are actually training staff on that discovery process and using the college experience as one of those activities of the discovery.  So I would say not necessarily in place of, but I would say that in unison with they are both doing person centered planning and using the discovery process.  I know that sound duplicative, but actually that is what some people are doing right now as we are trying out these methods.  So I appreciate that question.  And I wish I had thought to put that in here.  Thank you. 

      So here is just some examples of some of the goals.  I'm not sure how familiar everybody is, probably very familiar with the goals, but these are some goals that have emerged from supporting students in dual enrollment.  Carman will take college classes that will help her secure a graphic designer printing position and a print shop upon leaving school and Joseph will go to college and live in a dorm and get a job as an office assistant in a medical office after he leaves school.  And Dae will study history, live with roommates in an apartment and work in a museum.  We will tie some of these students throughout this presentation, but all three students are getting the benefits of a dual enrollment but are going in different directions.  There are ways for us to provide transition services to them through the dual enrollment. 

      We will talk about transition assessment.  Another requirement of transition services  And I will start by just saying just have a common definition here that transition assessment or tools that help students to identify their strengths, interests, skills and/or knowledge needed to reach their goals for life after high school.  Of course, the person centered family ‑‑ planning or the discovery process are nice assessment tools.  And assessment methods.  So we have got started on transition assessment.  Some of the things that we will show you are how we are further able to track students' skills or college in some of their goals that they are telling us about that is the most important is that when you are doing this through a dual enrollment experience, it really does take collaborating and maybe it's the transition specialist that is the person who is facilitating this.  Most likely they are the ones facilitating this but it does take collaboration with the program staff, the college program staff, special ed staff, the ed coaches to really get a full picture and to collect the best data possible. 

      So I'm going to show you this slide which again goes back to our three examples and then I'm going to turn it over to Ashley.  These are examples of how dual enrollment staff are collecting transition assessment data for students.  So far carman, I'm using something ‑‑ like all three of the students may be using a task analysis to monitor students, increasing independence, using public transportation.  Really good data for your IEP.  Maybe using a check list to document how Car men is using accommodations to complete reading assignments.  For all of the students their grades and assignments are really rich data that can be used to help inform student's skills and knowledge around their post secondary goals.  In some cases students might be ‑‑ the dual enrollment staff may be using a social skills survey to see what their starting point and help them facilitate friendships and social networks for students.  Or to help develop annual goals for students to further develop their social skills.  Weekly schedules are very important.  It's a way of tracking students' increasing independence, where they are going.  And you can do independence living assessments on the campus.  Think about that map, all of the places where students are going and how many opportunities there are to track independent living skills.  People have used text communications between students and staff.  The best example I can give you is a student who was beginning to use text communication to indicate to a coach who was ‑‑ support from him that he was aware his bus was coming in 15 minutes and he needed to get his public bus home.  That's a perfect example of like tracking those text communications to say the increasing skills he had in keeping track of his own management and time.  Observation notes have been used a lot and that's probably the one thing that a lot of people use is like those journals or things to post back to the school.  And again maybe a task analysis of the students job.  All good data that can be transferred back to the IEP.  

>> This is Judy.  I was going to say I love how we use technology nowadays and it's a great way for students to generalize these skills after they are done with the dual enrollment.  Not only are we getting good assessment where they start and where their independence level can increase by using the texting and using the GPS and like a calendar on their phone.  I think having that big picture in mind is helpful.

>> That's a really good point that because we can keep that data.  We can see growth because we have this technology now.  Good point.

>> And I have another question from the audience.  It is could you address how students are gaining college credit or credentials from the college classes that they are taking if there are modifications or adaptations required to help the student access the curriculum and be an integral part of the class ‑‑ member of the class.

>> I'm sorry, I know it's a long ‑‑

>> Let me see if I can copy it and put it in the chat box and then it maybe you can see it better.

>> I'm not sure if ‑‑ okay, I guess I can see this.

>> It's could you address how students are gaining college credit or credentials from the college classes that they are taking if there are modifications or adaptations required to help the student access the curriculum and be a member of the class?

>> Well, I may not be the best person to ‑‑ I mean that would be a question for our ‑‑ maybe a presentation on advising and course access.  However, I am willing to take a ‑‑ I mean, I do know that students are oftentimes beginning with auditing classes as a way of getting accustomed to the class expectations, but oftentimes we are not asking to modify the curriculum.  We were asking to use accommodations and we may ask are there multiple ways that a student can demonstrate his understanding and knowledge and skill that have been developed through this class and coming up with multiple ways with faculty.  So that's often the college coordinator or ‑‑ and in unison with the student and coach making a decision about how a student can demonstrate the same ‑‑ have the ‑‑ demonstrate knowledge and skills may be differently.  And off the than is through training with faculty on universal design principles to find multiple ways for students to access information and be graded accordingly. 

      I'm not sure that I can answer that completely in this calls but that's a starting point. 

>> Thank you, Maria.  So Eric makes a note.

>> Shall we move on?

>> Sure.

>> Ashley, did you want to add any information about the assessments?

>> We use a lot of assessments and they are being done inside of the dual enrollment staff.
So not only at the district level where I would be in the class as a transition specialist or a post teacher, but the staff is that actually at the college level.  So one assessment tool that we are using is a student coach agreement.  This is a very powerful assessment that we use on a daily basis with my students, really the focus is on their career skills and their internships they are placed at.  It's a self‑assessment but they are working with the job coach to sort of figure out the job support that the coach ‑‑ the job coach could provide.  We also are using the Kuder navigator career assessment.  We are using those at our career workshops.  We have them once a week for an hour individualized meetings with our career coordinator and the job coach.  Landmark has a guide to assessing college readiness.  And we also in my dual enrollment program we use the Massachusetts work based learning plan which really identifies the soft skills needed for work and often if this is used in the district level as well.  Also transition planning inventory, person‑centered planning.  As I said before, we have not only ed coach meetings but we have career coach meetings and those are really person‑centered planning meetings.  Also we use informal tools., that really tell the students and the IEP team as well the students dislikes, likes, experiences.  And we are doing that through class observation.  Our career specialist and our ‑‑ excuse me.  Our ed coach, or ed coordinator is going into our classes doing observations through that making recommendations for the student and the job coach that ‑‑ or ed coach I should say that accompanies the student or paraprofessional.  Journal, check lists.  Photos of locations.  The CITE learning style inventory is a great one that is available and free.  The ARC has a self determination scale that's being used and using them at the dual enrollment level as well as the district level when they are in that nine through 12th grade level is nice because you can really see the progression with the use of one scale.  The Vinland ‑‑ and ARC self‑determination scale is free as well.  The Vinland adaptive behavior scale is great as well.  Using all of these assessments or choosing here and there, you are not really reinventing the wheel.  They are already made and can really show such progression, I would say for the students the experience from where they are at the district level to what they really achieve in being in a higher education setting.  

>> Thank you, Ashley, very much.  Do you all notice speakers that there is a question in the box from Jerry.  He says, when you say staff at the college program, what are those positions and how many people are you referring to?

>> I could answer that.
Ashley.  In the program that I work with, so I'm a teacher at a district level.  I'm a post teacher.  And I have sent three students to the program at Bridgewater State.  In the district level you would probably call them paraprofessional.  But at the college level we are calling them ed coaches.  So I send two staff members with three students in my program they have in educational coordinator they are meeting with.  They also are meeting with a career coordinator.  There is often other assistance in the program.  There is a real lot of staff and support that are there. 
>> We are working in three colleges.  There are actually 14 colleges in Massachusetts that are part of this inclusive paraenrollment they call it.  And I think every college does it a little bit differently.  Some people ‑‑ the colleges are providing some peer mentors and also some support staff to support students on the campus.  Most are ‑‑ most of the schools are actually providing some staff.  But then the college ‑‑ there is always a college coordinator and then some of the colleges we are working with have a career specialist or job developer that are helping to make the connection between classes and also including some work.  So that's what we mean by ‑‑ I try to call it that dual enrollment staff, but there are staff at the college and there are staff at the school that are working together on this.

>> This is Ashley, in the peer mentor is also and though they would never be doing the assessment, is an awesome position that college students have the ability and it could be people that are going into the field of special education or education in general or really want to work with this population.  So my students have the opportunity to be set up with a peer mentor.  They work with them on socialization activities.  Once a week they also have on Fridays big group peer mentoring activities and really they are able to sort of develop these friendships to not just a position or a paid position or work study position.  They are able to in many cases develop true friendships and often the first time that my students have had the ability it to have college age students and not their typical sub separate friendships that they would have at the district level.

>> And that's a really good example of how then we are able to kind of take advantage of documenting these developing social skills that students are getting the opportunity to have because they are on a college campus with access to age appropriate peers. 

      I'm going to move us on so I make sure we get done.  So there is transition services.  Another part of transition requirements that is really emphasizing free and appropriate education and least restrictive environment which just being in an ‑‑ a good dual ‑‑ inclusive dual enrollment model is giving you a perfect environment to meet that expectation.  But also transition services is besides the course of study which I will show you in a second, it also means it's coordinated, that it's rules oriented and accounting for school preferences and is age appropriate.  When you put like let's take Carmen again.  And you put Carmen in this chart for transition services, you can see how nicely this works out that really all of this can be done through a dual enrollment experience.  She can explore her interest in graphic arts.  She can build in opportunities for working in a print shop and she is learning how to use public transportation that maybe those are three of her goals and this is how then this related to at least staff are the transition specialists and is really kind of overseeing and involved in every piece of the development of these goals and services related services in this case might be connected to employment and training and the independent living so this OTPT and maybe assistive technologies involved in all aspects of this and this comes in very importantly for students as they are learning to move away from modification and now adjusting to using accommodations.  We often say we love students to start using these accommodations even before they come to college so that they are as successful as possible using these accommodations.  Assistive technology can really help in bridging that transition. 

      Again, we have talked about how these ‑‑ a number of these initiatives are building in career and voc. specialists but sometimes the job developers are coming from the school.  And then of course there is the college coordinator and that's really that's the bigger picture what transition services is when you look at ‑‑ and again, I don't mean to oversimplify but those are the main people that might be contributing to a student's transition services when they are involved in inclusive dual enrollment. 

      And then that transition services includes a course of study which is how students are reasonably supported to meet their post secondary goals.  And I think this is the thing that seems like the most tight connection between IEPs and dual enrollment is when you are connecting students to a college campus where they are getting these ‑‑ and the more time they are on there and better and they get these opportunities to have full days, they are really getting incredible opportunities to pursue their post secondary goals and have a course of study that completely aligns with those goals. 

      I'm going to move on in case there are other questions we can answer and we have a few more slides.  These are just in some examples of annual goals related to transition services needs.  In this case by the end of the academic year, Carmen will have successfully completed two college courses through this initiative that relate to her interest in graphics and printing for ‑‑ by the end of 2018‑19, she will be able to communicate with her college instructors and another one would be navigating independently around the campus.  I'm going to move us on to the related part to this which is the ‑‑ excuse me, one second.  A related to annual goals, I wanted to point out that we have three resources on the Think College on‑line resource library that are extremely good tools for helping dual enrollment staff to identify appropriate annual ‑‑ well ‑‑ annual goals and benchmarks for students who are involved in dual enrollment.  In the beginning for IEP teams, they might not know exactly and might not be so familiar with all of the opportunities the student has on campus and I want to point out that these are three tools that we think are extremely helpful for IEP teams that are supporting dual enrollment students. 

      I don't know if Ashley and Judi, you want to talk about the data collection methods that have been used for dual enrollment staff that are trying to get that information from the college campus?

>> Yeah.  This is Ashley.  Taking pictures.  I have the paraprofessional or the ed coach that I work with really taking pictures every day at the site.  So when I'm at the classroom level or when I'm out in the community with my other students who aren't in the dual enrollment program, I'm able to have a visual of what they are doing and able to use this at IEP meetings.  It's a powerful tool for me to use to show my administrators, show parents, and really get them ready for getting a portfolio for the next step.  Often, developing a template with student benchmark.  I have a rubric I use with my district so pie staff is filling up that rubric every day.  Check lists, task analysis is often used as we said.  Downloading apps.  Camera and audio recorder to document the places and the activities done during the day.  Journals, blogging, e‑mailing, texting.  It's great data collection.  Also to communicate to the team members, but at my ‑‑ we have a closed group on Facebook that students are actually able to post pictures of them in class.  Add their internships and also that is a wonderful data collection method to be used and has the students has the accountability to collect that data and the methods they are used to doing.  Paper and digital portfolios are also a wonderful source that we can use this ‑‑ for the next level to gain employment once they leave the program.

>> As Ashley was saying, giving us good data for our progress report and our IEP, if you can use those photos and videos, those students can take part in their IEP meetings.  Where they might have a more difficult time sharing information and their experiences, having those pictures at a meeting is really powerful and it gets the meeting off to a good start and makes it more enjoyable I think for the students and parents to see what they are doing.

>> Thank you both very much.  Judi, do you want to talk about the benchmarks that you have figured out how to collect and develop?

>> Sure, we take the IEP goal and the benchmarks and then I kind of turn them around into data collection.  So, for example, if we look at Carmen again by whenever your first quarter is, Carmen will meet with the dual enrollment coordinator in an advising meeting and self‑advocate for at least three class choices of interest per semester.  These are reflected in your student ed coach agreement.  By such and such, Carmen will independently ask her professor questions if she is unsure of expectations or needs.  So re‑enforcing and self‑advocating and ‑‑ and Carmen will independently navigate the college campus with her ed coach meeting her at her destination for four or five targeted communities.  They are geared for skills in larger setting and a great way to see their progress. 

>> Thank you, Judi, and this is the chart ‑‑ this is a sample of a chart that you give to coaches, correct?

>> Right.  So I kind of put each benchmark and then leave space for the data and also anecdotal situations because a lot of times there are great stories to share and valuable information to bring back to the team and include in their IEP.

>> And then Ashley, this is three examples of photos that you have used in meetings, correct?

>> Correct.  And they really are such a powerful visual I can talk about it, my students can talk about it.  My job coach can talk about this experience.  Seeing this and for the student to be presenting this to the parent at the IEP meeting, I feel there is no stronger visual or data.

>> I appreciate that.  And I guess what I want to say before we open up to any questions, I just ‑‑ and I know we have about six minutes left, but I want to say that I hope we have made this clear, I think we really feel like there are so many opportunities for people, for teens, to use what's going on in a dual enrollment experience, to bring it back and to develop such powerful IEPs that are so responsive to what the student wants, what the family wants.  You can't go wrong really meeting the requirements of transition services when you can capitalize on this opportunity, basically is what I want to say.  I'm leaving it open.

      I'm leaving if it open if anyone has any questions.  Rebecca, may be ‑‑ we have ‑‑ we want to know about other information that you would like because we still have some time on this grant to develop more materials and more information.

>> I will put that poll up.  There is one more question in the chat as well.  Jerry asks, who pays for the college course tuition?

>> Jerry, that's a good question.  There is a lot of different answers to that but here in Massachusetts we are extremely fortunate that we have the state legislature has directed funds for this inclusive concurrent enrollment here in Massachusetts and there is an RFP process and colleges and schools work together to apply for those funds every year.  And we have had this for I think 11 years now.  The goal is that colleges and schools are partnerships and they move away from taking the legislature funds and state funds and begin sustaining themselves.  So we do have some partnerships now that are not taking any state funds any more and instead what they are doing is colleges and schools are writing up memorandums of agreement and the schools are using some of your IDEA funds now instead of to sustain life skills programs back in the high school and instead they are using these funds to support students going to college.  I think what people are most surprised by is how inexpensive it can be, especially in public institutes of higher ed here in Massachusetts the tuition and fees can be under $8,000.  And a lot of directors will tell you that's quite a deal.  And that is including advising, it's including the schools are providing mostly in kind the coaching.  So we could show you what a memorandum of agreement looks like and that's actually in one of our briefs. 

      I appreciate people filling out this poll as it's really helpful for us to understand further information that you would like.  This is really our really one of our first attempt ‑‑ we have been presenting on this but this is one of our first attempts to get feedback from other people about on making this connection between IEPs and dual enrollment.  We appreciate your feedback on what resources are important to have.

>> This is Rebecca, it is very helpful and as an organization, I guess, Think College is always happy to have requests and for information from our audience, the people who are interested in this work.  So please don't hesitate to reach out to us if you think of something in a week or you go looking for something on our website and you can't find it.  And I'm going to close this poll, I think, because it looks like most people have answered.  And as you are thinking of a couple last questions that you want to put in the box or have anything else for Maria and Ashley and Judi, I would like to also ask you to please fill out our webinar evaluation on ‑‑ in addition to the specific topics that you are asking for, this helps us to know if we are delivering the information is helpful or if we can do anything differently.  Looks like we are getting good feedback from people.  Maria and Judi and Ashley.  I'm trying to read and talk at the same time.  Not a skill of mine.  I feel like today's presentation was really helpful and just so everyone is aware, this webinar ‑‑ or this PowerPoint is already on the Think College website and recording and the transcript should be posted within the next 24 hours or so.  And I did put a link in the box earlier ‑‑ here, I think I can put it in right now.  I'm putting in the chat box.  I put it in the wrong chat box.  I'm putting it in the chat box now.  That everybody should be able to see if you click on that link it's on the events page and this will be a past event by tomorrow.  You can just go to the events page and find the information from this webinar. 

      Thank you so very much for the time you took today and preparing this presentation.  We are really grateful for you sharing your experience and expertise with everybody.

>> Thank you very much.  And you know, we have finished writing ‑‑ well, we thought we finished.  We have almost done with the companion brief to go along with this, but frankly your questions are helping us to make sure that we have answered the kinds of questions you are asking us in this brief.  So thank you very much and any last minute questions feel free to e‑mail us because it helps us to know what we know what is important here in Massachusetts but it's important for us to hear elsewhere what's important on this topic.

>> Thank you again for being here today and thank you to our presenters for this great information.

>> Good‑bye, everyone.

>> Bye‑bye.

>> Bye. 

